
SEMI-DREADNOUGHT/CARRIER
Classification: SEMI- DREADNOUGHT/CARRIER Shields-
Class: XIV     Shield Type: FDS-X
Model: I     Shield Point Ratio: 2/1
Class Comission Date: 2215     Maximum Shield: 3
Number Proposed:  Combat Efficiency 13.3
     Constructed: 4      D- 72.9
     Lost:       WDF- 18.2
     Destroyed:  
     Scrapped:  
     Training:  
     Captured:  
     Sold:  
Superstructure: 45
Damage Chart: C
Dimensions:
     Length:  
     Width:  
     Height:  
Discplacement: 245290 mt
Cargo Specs
     Total SCU: 433 SCU
     Cargo Capacity: 21640 mt
Computer Type: L-4
Landing Capacity: N
Cloaking Device:
     Power to Engage:
Transporters-
     6-person: 1
     20-person Combat: 25
     22-person Emergency: 8
     cargo: 15
Laboratories:
Brigs: 22
Replicators:  
Shuttlecraft-
     Light Shuttle:  The Ship can carry 50,000mt worth of
     Standard Shuttle: 18 combat craft without affecting PE or
     Heavy Shuttle: 32 movement cost.
     Cargo Shuttle:  
     Medical Shuttle:  
     Combat Shuttle: 54
Ships Complement: 1200
     Officers: 140
     Enlisted: 560
     Troops: 500
     Passengers: 25
ENGINEERING-
Total Power Available: 40
Movement Point Ratio: 7/1
Warp Engine Type: FFTL-X/1A
     Number: 2
     Power Units: 18
     Stress Chart: Q/S
     Optimum Speed: 3.00
     Max Safe Cruising: 4.00
     Emergency Speed: 4.50
     Maximum Speed: 5.00
Impulse Engine Type: FNSP-X
     Power Units: 4
WEAPONS/DEFENSE
Beam Weapon: FL-3
     Firing Arcs: 2FP,2FS,2F,2AS,2AP
     Firing Chart: G
     Maximum Power: 2
     Damage Modifiers

+3  
+2  
+1 1-4

Beam Weapon:  
     Firing Arcs:   
     Firing Chart:   
     Maximum Power:
     Damage Modifiers

+3   USS Quetzalcoatl NCC-1280 USS Viracocha NCC-1283
+2   USS Marduk NCC-1281 USS Huascar NCC-1284
+1  USS Osiris NCC-1282

Torpedo Type: FAC-2 The Quetzalcoatl Class Design and History are © Masao Okazaki 
     Firing Arcs: 4F http://www.starfleet-museum.org/
     Firing Chart: G FASA Statistics and History Adapted by Steve Bacon V2.0
     Power To Arm: 2 http://homepage.ntlworld.com/steven.bacon/
     Damage: 10 Star Trek is © Paramount Pictures, No infringement intended
     Stock: 20 Star Trek Starship Tactical Combat Simulator is © FASA,  No infringement intended
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The Quetzocoatl class of "semidreadnoughts," which entered service in 2215, were indeed 
extremely powerful, but are considered to have fallen short of the goals of their designers. 
Although the ships were seemingly constructed to follow Theodore Roosevelt's advice to 

"walk softly and carry a big stick," they were, in the words of historians, "the stick that was too 
big to carry."

The development of the class was largely due to the vision of  Admiral Guillermo Cajal, 
commander of Starfleet's 14th Fleet. Admiral Cajal developed the concept of the "space 

control ship," a starship that could pacify entire sectors of space. This pacification would be 
created and maintained by a combination of speed, weaponry, and swarms of onboard 

fighters and attack craft. Admiral Cajal reasoned that a such a ship that combined a large 
fighter wing with massive firepower could be a truly formidable weapon that could control as 

much space as two or more conventional cruisers.
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Commissioned Ships

USS Viracocha (NCC-1283), the last ship of the class to be withdrawn from service, is now on 
display at the Starfleet Museum

The Class displaced a quarter million tons and was the heaviest Starfleet cruiser until 2284 
when the Excelsior was commenced. The primary hull had an unusual 36-m-tall "cathedral 

dome" and an immense volume. This space housed  more than 100 landing craft, 
fighter/bombers, and shuttles. The ships also each carried some 400 Starfleet Marines along 
with their power-armor and vehicles.  To aid fire control, the class had a dedicated acquisition 

and tracking sensor in the front of the primary hull.  The shortcomings of the class do not 
mean that it was a failure, but simply that it could not perform the overly ambitious role that 

had been intended for it. The five ships proved extremely valuable when their immense 
firepower could be brought to bear across a limited front. For example, in 2229, a squadron 
lead by USS Huascar was instrumental in breaking a Klingon blockade around the besieged 

Federation colony at Kel 4. 
The experience with the class showed the difficulty of combining the functions of a fighter 

carrier and a heavy cruiser in a single ship as these functions are for the most part mutually 
exclusive, and that the resulting ship would be less capable and more expensive.

During the preliminary design phase, a serious problem arose in relation to the warp drive 
system. Despite matter/antimatter (M/AM) reactors of the 2210s being far more powerful than 

reactors developed during the Earth-Romulan War, reactor output no longer increased in 
proportion with reactor weight and size. The most only modern nacelle design capable of 

propelling a ship as large as the project Quetzalcoatl was the FFTL-X from the abortive Battle 
cruiser project. This engine, however, did not have enough power and speed in itself to 

acheive the design aims. The resolution to this dilemma involved a compromise that was not 
entirely satisfactory.The dimensions were scaled down overall by 10%, which decreased 

weight by approximately 30%. Even with this weight reduction, the required level ofd speed 
could only be achieved by mounting a third, auxiliary "mininacelle" of the FFTL-1A type  at the 

base of the secondary hull. This small third nacelle caused the class to be referred to as a 
"semidreadnought" to distinguish her from true dreadnoughts, such as the later Siegfried 

Class.
When the first ship joint Starfleet in 2215, its speed was still lower than expected. This 

provided more ammunition to critics who already felt that the design was too large and too 
expensive and would not acheive its designed performance levels. Admiral Cajal eventually 

accepted that because of the decreased maximum speed, it could not perform the functions of 
two cruisers ships and, indeed, would be more expensive to crew and maintain. It was 

decided to decrease the number of ships procured from 20 to 5.
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